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ABSTRACT

The radiation properties for asymmetrical slot antennas on conducting uncoated and

coated prolate spheroids are investigated. The method used is based on the separation of

variables technique in the spheroidal coordinates. Analytic series expansions in terms of

prolate spheroidal vector functions are employed to formulate the electromagnetic fields.

The unknown expansion coefficients are determined by a system of equations derived using

appropriate boundary conditions. For uncoated asymmetrical slot antennas, numerical re-

sults for near electric field, radiation patterns and apertule conductance are obtained. The

accuracy of the solution is attested by both examining the behavior of the solution over the

boundaly region and comparing with published data for slotted spheres. The effect of the

slot length and the shape of the spheroid on the magnitude of the radiated field is also pres-

ented. For coated slot antennas, the solution is applied to obtain the radiation characteristics

of both symmetrically and asymmetrically excited narrow slots. Numerical results for the

radiation patterns and radiated power are presented. Similarly, comparison with the corre-

sponding published data for coated spheres are also used to confirm the accuracy of the solu-

tion. Furthennore, the effect of coating thickness and other physical parameters on the radi-

ation poweris investigated to show the resonance effects on the slotted spheroidal antennas.
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CHAPTER 1

Ii{TRODUCTION

Radiation from a slot antenna mounted on a perfectly conducting object, with or without

coating, is a well-known problem in electromagnetic field theory. Analytic solutions to the

problem have long been of considerable interest to scientists and engineers, not only for

engineering applications in devices but also because the solutions are starting points for veri-

fication of newly developed numerical and approximate techniques. There has been afairly

large amount of work done so far concerning circumferential or axial slot(s) on circular and

elliptic cylinders,and rotationally symmetric or asymmetric slot(s) on spheres tll-t71.

However, by comparison, very few theorctical studies have been carlied out on slotted sphe-

roidal objects. This is mainly due to the complex nature and nonorthogonality of spheroidal

vector wave functions. Moreover, numerical computations of these functions are very diffi-

cult compared to those functions in circular and spherical geometries.

The study of radiation from slotted spheroidal antennas has many practical applications.

For example, with respect to the spheroidal geometry itself, it provides a better model for

the fuselage of an aircraft or space shuttle than a cylinder or sphere. One practical concern,

involving a space shuttle, is the effect of the heat-shielding tiles or the ionized coating on

the antenna of the space vehicle. Theoretically, one approach to study this problem is to

assume that the heat-shielding tiles or ionized coating may be represented approximately

by a confocal equivalent dielectric coating.

The research into the applications of wavefunctions in the spheroidal coordinate system

goes as far back as 1 880 [8]. However, it was in I94l when Stratton [9] first gave an analytic



solution for the radiation from a perfectly conducting spheroid, fed by a rotationally sym-

metric circumferential narrow central slot ( or a nan'ow gap ). His work aimed to set up a

model of practical dipole antennas by using spheroids with larger axial ratios, and gave ex-

plicit expressions for conductance and susceptance. Another more realistic model of a pro-

late spheroidal dipole was studied by Flammer [0] who assumed a finite width gap. Wait

has presented a review of the spheroidal antenna excited by a rotationally symmetric cir-

cumferential nanow slot [11]. Based on the theory of spheroidal wave functions by FIam-

mer[8], Sinha and MacPhie Ll2l improved the computation scheme for the eignvalues of

prolate spheroidal wave functions and radial functions. Furthermore, they discussed the ad-

mittance characteristics of an antenna system consisting of two prolate slotted spheroids, ex-

cited by rotationally symmetric circumferential narrow slots in parallel configuration [ 1 3].

In their woLk, each spheroidal dipole is equivalently replaced by a solid spheroidal conduc-

tor of the sáme size without a g p, encircled by a filamentary ring. Employing the transla-

tion addition theorems for vector spheroidal wave functions by Sinha and MacPhie [ 1 4], Cir-

ic and Cooray [15] have further investigated two spheroidal dipole antennas in an arbitrary

çonfiguration. Morc recently, the effect of the ultraspherical gap field distribution on the

admittance of thin prolate spheroidal dipole antennas has been investigated by Do-Nhat and

MacPhie [16]. In their analysis, the geometry considered is still a perfectly conducting

spheroid with a finite width gap, but the gap field is of ultraspherical form. Numerical re-

sults were presented for the input admittance and current distribution and compared with

those of solid circular cylinder dipole antennas.

For complex and general geometrical configuration, namely, spheroidal antennas

coated with electrical or magnetic materials, only a few investigations have been carried out.



One difficulty of treating this class of problem is that for the spheroidal coordinate system,

both the angular and radial functions depend on the properties of the medium. There is no

orthogonality of spheroidal wave functions that can be applied when employing the bounda-

ly-matching technique. This situation does not pertain a spherical geometry or an uncoated

spheroid. Weeks [17] and Yeh [18] have respectively investigated a spheroidal antenna,

which is excited by a narrow gap and coated with a single coating. Some numerical results

for far-field patterns have been presented with different design parameters. When dealing

with the boundary value problem, Weeks uses Lengendre functions to replace the spheroidal

ftrnctions. In Yeh's approach, the basic idea is to represent the angular function in the coat-

ing region as an expansion of the natural angular functions of the uncoated region. In eva-

luating the relative advantage between these two approaches, ithas been noted [11] that

Yeh's approach is highly convelgent in comparison with that of Weeks.

From the above review, it is not difficult to conclude that nearly all analyses were con-

centrated on a basic geometric configuration in which the excitation is through a namow or

finite gap, centrally fed by a fTeld source. Obviously, in this rotationally symmetric configu-

ration, the field quantities are independent of the variable/ ( except the array system).

Thus, if the applied field on the gap has only an ? -component, then the excited magnetic

field has only a rp -component and at the same time Eø :0. With these simplifications,

this three-dimensional problem can be reduced to one of two dimensions. Moreover, the

solutions of field components can be obtained directly from Maxwell's equations by the sim-

ple variable separation technique. However, if the circumferential slot extends only part way

on the spheroid at a given angle, then it will lead to a non-rotationally symmetric geometric

configuration. Discussions or formulations treating the radiation problem have not been un-



dertaken for such an antenna configuration. The work presented in this thesis is mainly con-

cemed with this type of spheroidal antennas. The thesis also presents a study of the effect

of different design parameters on the radiation characteristìcs of the antennas under consid-

eration.

The basic geometry to be considered is a perfectly conducting prolate spheroid, with or

without coating, which is excited by a circumferential narrow slot with an arbitrary length

and location ( azimuthal angle). The study is carried out using the analytical technique. To

be precise, the solutions of vector wave equations are first expanded in terms of spheroidal

vectol wave ftrnctions analogous to those developed for the case of a spherc [9]. The un-

known expansion coefficients for the radiated fields are determined by enforcing the bound-

ary matching technique.

For the sake of completeness and to facilitate the explanation of notation to be used in

this thesis, Chapter 2 will be a brief introduction to the theory of plolate spheroidal wave

functions. The first part of Chapter 2 will be composed of a description of the geometry

of a prolate spheroidal system. Next, the scalar wave functionsV, which is the solution of

the scalar Hemholtz equation, will be given. The angular and radial functions associated

with V, as well as the asymptotic forms of the radial functions will be described briefly and

explicitly. Finally, the derivation of different vector wave functions from this scalar wave

function will be presented.

In Chapter 3, the case of an asymmetrically slotted spheroidal antenna is considered.

The spheroid is taken to be perfectly conducting, and situated in free space. The circumfer-

ential narrow slot on the spheroid is of an arbitrary length and location, and is excited by

a sinusoidal field distribution. The solution is obtained by using the expansion-of-vector



wave firnction technique stated above. The unknown radiated field is expressed in terms of

a set of appropriate spheroidal vector functions which are chosen based on the radiation con-

dition at infinity and the @ - dependence of the excitation function. When considering the

boundary matching problem, a technique analogous to that used by Shoji and Giichi [19]

is employed to set up simultaneous linear equations for the unknown expansion coefficients.

Numerical results for the radiation patterns and conductance are obtained. To check validity

and accuracy, data obtained when the axial latio approaches one is compared with the pub-

lished data for a slotted sphere.

Chapter 4 presents a general solution for a coated spheroidal antenna excited by a asym-

metric slot. The basic geometry is taken to be the same as that discussed in chapter 3, except

with an electric or magnetic coating. The method used is similar to that used in chapter 3,

but the transmitted electric and magnetic fields in the coating region must be considered.

After evaluating the expansion coefficients of the transmitted and ladiated fields by the

boundary value technique, the far-zone field and radiated power are obtained. The solution

is then applied to two cases of perfectly conducting spheroidal coated antennas. In the first

application, the excitation is through a rotationally symmetric narrow slot with a Dirac's

function gap field. In the second case, the application is shown for a rotationally asymmetri-

cal slot fed with a sinusoidal electric field function. The properties of both cases are studied.

Numerical results are obtained for the far-zone radiated field and radiation patterns for cer-

tain parameters. Of considerable practical importance is the effect of the coating thickness

and other physical parameters on the radiated power. In a fashion similar to that of Shafai

[4], who studied resonance effects in slotted spherical antennas coated with homogeneous

materials, the resonance effect in slotted spheriodal cases is discussed. In addition, to check



the validity and accuracy of the solution, numerical results for both cases are compared well

with the known results of corresponding spherical cases when the major and minor axes are

approximately equal.

Finally, in Chapter 5, conclusions are summarized and some recommendations for fu-

tufe research are presented.
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CHAPTER 2

PROLATE SPHEROIDAL GEOMETRY AND

SPHEROIDAL WAVE FUNCTIONIS

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a brief introduction to the theory of the plolate spheroidal coordinate

system and scalar and vector wave functions will be presented. It can be noted that, although

there is no unifotmity in notation, the coordinate system and notations used in this thesis are

mainly according to the comprehensive text by Flammer [8]. A description of the prolate

spheroidal coordinates is given in section 2.1. The definition of the vector wave equations

for Ë and È fields of an electromagnetic lvave are given in section2.2. Theoretically, the

solution to the vector wave equation is formed from the solution to the scalar wave equation

in terms of the procedure set forth by Stratton [9]. Therefore, in section2.3,thereis a review

of the solution of scalar wave equation and the prolate spheroidal eignvalue, as well as the

angular and radial functions associated with the eignvalues. Finally, in section 2.4, different

vector wave functions are obtained from the scalarwave functionby the application ofvector

differential operators.

2.2 Prolate spheroidal coordinate system

As illustrated in Fig. 2.I, the prolate coordinate system is formed by rotating two-di-

mensional ellipses and hyperbolas about the major axis of the ellipses. Customarily,the z-

axis is taken as the axis of revolution. Let the semi interfocal distance of the confocal ellipses

be denoted by F. The prolate spheroidal coordinates (Ë,rt,Q) are related to the Cartesian sys
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tem (x, y, z)by the transformations

x: Fl(I -ry\G2 - Ð11/2 cosþ

v: FLo -qi)G2 - Dlt/2 sin¿

z: FrtË

(2.r)

(2.2)

(2.3)

with 1 =å< *, -l < 7t = 1 and 0 <ø<2it.

As indicated in Fig. 2.1, Ë is a radial coordinate, q is anangular one, and/ is a cir-

cnmfercntial one. It is readily noted that the size and the shape of the ellipses are specified

by the two quantities, the semi-interfocal distanceF and the eccentl icity e, which is related

to the radial coordinate f by

,: I/Ë (2.4)

It is also worth noting that in the limiting case when the semifocal distance F becomes zero,

the prolate spheroidal system reduces to the spherical coordinate system. For F finite, the

surface 6:constant becomes spherical as f approaches infinity; thus

FE -r and T - cosfl,as f -' oo

where r and 0 are the usual spherical coordinates.

2.3 Yector \ilaYe equation

The theory of electromagnetic radiation is developed by starting with the well-known

Maxwell's equations. In general, a time-harmonic electromagnetic field ( timefactor et@t ,
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ø being the angular frequency) satisfies Maxwell's equations [9]

V x E:- j t¡ l.¿H

YxÈ:jø(e-¡!¡Ê=jae'Ê
(r)

Where

€':€ -jo/ø

ko:2n f ).o

:@ @oeo)r/2

x Ë: - ---!-------- t 
"ÈÇto eo)

" 
È:, *?¡roÃ

(2.s)

(2.6)

is the complex permittivity.

In (2.5) and (2.6), E and H are the phasor electromagnetic fields , ¡t and e represent the

permeability and permittivity of the medium, respectively, and o is the conductivity of the

medium. If the wave number of free space is denoted by kn, then,

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.e)

(2.r0)

(2.rr)

where ,1, is the wavelength in free space, and po and e o the permeability and permittivity

of free space, respectively.

Inserting (2.8) and (2.9) into (2.5) and (2.6) forø gives

v

V

Taking the cross product of both sides of (2.10) yields
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where þr: L and 6 ,: 
€ 

arc the relative permeability and permittivity of the medium,
þo eo

respectively. Assumingachargefreespace ( e: o'-'+Y.Ê:O>,equation(2.13)be-

comes

vv.Ë- v2Ë : ,P ¡(-¡*"2Ê
þo eo

: ¡t,e ,kozÊ

Y2Ë + Qt ,€ ,¡t<o2Ë, : O

In the same fashion, taking the cross product of both sides of (2.11), we have

(2.r2)

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.1s)

(2.t6)

(2.r7)

(2.18)

By setting

Y2È + çt ,.e ,.¡kozÊ :0

k :2,. kn: G' lu )'/'r,lt ll, o)t/' ko

Y2È+t<2È:o

Y2È+t<2È:o

where Z,.is the complex refractive index of the medium and ko is the wave number of free

space, the vector wave equations for Ë and ¡i net¿s can be written

These are known as vector Helmhotz equations. For many problems in electromagnetic

wave theory, solutions of the vector wave equation are required. One of the methods of ob-

taining solutions to the vector wave equation is by the application of vector operators to the

scalar wave function. Hence it is necessary to consider the solution of the scalar wave equa-

tion.
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2.4 Scalar \ryave function

As mentioned above, the solutions of the vector wave equations (2. 17) and (2.18) are

formed from solutions of the following scalar wave equation

(V2 + ¿2)w: o

In the prolate spheroidal coordinates, (2.19) has the explicit form

l*u'-',å * 
rLrt -u\+. @ffi#. hz*2 -n'lw : o

(2.1e)

(2.20)

where h -- kF. In regions where fr depends not on the coordinates, but rather on the properties

of the medium, the above equation is separable. Thus, following the notation of Flammer

[8], the basic solution can be written in the form

V * u 
: S* n(h,r¡)R *,r(h,el lij rø (2.2r )

where R*,, artdS.r, satisfy

#ur - r*o*,)- (A *u- h,E, *fi)n^,,: o (2.22)

h u, - nt> fi s-,) + (A * u- h'q' - L, l, ^, 
: o (2.23)

Here, m and n may be taken as integers, since the solutions are to be periodic in both

0: cos-l ry arrrd@. Also, itshouldbenotedthat )"*,n(h), afunctionof h:kF, isasepara-
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tion constant, and only takes those desired values of )'*,n(å) for which the differential equa-

tion (2.23) gives finite solution at r¡ :X, I .

2.4.1 Angular functions

In accordance with Flammer [8], the prolate angular functions are the associated eign-

functions S,ru(h,ry) corresponding to eignvalues)",,r,,r(h). Generally speaking, there are

twokindsof angularfunctions lj,l,),,{n,r¡) and Sfr',,(h,ry). However, only s(j,t),,{1,,ry) isused

frequentlyinphysicalproblemsduetoitsregularbehaviorovertheentiredomainlql<1.

Hence, we simplify the notation by stating that S,, ,,(h.,rl) means the angular function of

the first kind. The prolate angular function can be expressed in an infinite series of the asso-

ciated Legendre functions of the first kind as

(2.24)

where the prime over the summation indicates that the I ' ir over only even values of r

when (n-m) is even and over only odd values of r when (n-m) is odd. The expansion coeffi-

cients dtr"'(h) originating in the calculated eignvalues are given by the following second

-order difference equation.



(2m+ r + l)(2m+ r +2) y^).¡nt,tt¡y^y

(zm + 2r + 3)(2m * z, * Ð'-{t''i2\n) 
+

+ l(m + r)(m + r + 1) - 1,-,"*2(m 
+ r)(m + r + l) - 2m2 - 1

It, tt /a,-^ t a," 1\/a.-^ , .t,- , .1\ lflrl:;,"(h) +(2m+2r-l)(2m+2r+3)

(r+t)(r+2)
tt2c(l:í'(D : o (2.2s)

(2m+2r-3)(2m+2r-1)

Therc are two non-trivial independent solutions to equation (2.25). However, of these two

solutions, only the one in which ¿',f'u f rÌ,!:)t --' - h2 /4r2 --- 0 leads to a convelgent series

as r increases [8].

It is also worth noting that from the general theory of Sturm-Liouville differential equations,

theangularfunctions Snr,r(h,n) formanorthogonalsetontheentiredomain lry I - 1, that

is

t4

+

(2.21)

where N., ,, is easily shown with the help of the normalization factor of the associated Len-

gendre function. To be explicit,

ï ( *,,,u ir n:n'

J 
s.,,r(h,r¡)s,r,,r'(h,rt)dlt : 

\-1 \o irntn

N*,n:2 Ë'
r:0,7,2,...

(r +2m)l
(2r +2m+ 1)r!

kF'.@))' (2.28)
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Z. .ZRadial functions

The radial functions are the solutions of the differential equation (2.22). Obviously,

the eignvalues related to (2.22) should be those to which the angular functions 5,n,.,(h,rl)

belong. In a familiar fashion, the two independent solutions of equation (2.22) nl,l),,{1,,Ë)

anA nf)..çn, f) can be expanded as the sum of an infinite series in the form [20]:,n'n' ' "'

nl,l,),,{1,, Ð : ÊtlÐ' 
/'

nf),,,{n,Ð:(4Ðt/'

(2.2e)

(2.30)

where i,,r,,r(hË) and n,,.,r(ht) are spherical Bessel and Neumann functions, respectively.

al\"çh¡ are convergent coefficients such that a'll'"/o',?:l'--. -h2/4r2 * 0 as r + æ .

More details about the expansion coefficients a!l]'n çh¡ are to be found in the dissertation by

Sinha [20]. The radial functions of the third and fourth types are obtained from

nf, ,{n, Ë) : Rf ,,Ø, Ë) + iR? 
^Ø, 

Ë)

Rl .Ø, Ë) : nf ,{t , Ë) - iR?, ,,(h, E)

(2.3r)

(2.32)

Theasymproricbehaviorof nf,,{h,Ë), nff),{h,Ë), Rl),&,å) and nf,.,{h,f) isreadily ob-

tained by the asymptotic behavior of the spherical Bessel and Neumann functions as

hË - co , and that is
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n()) ,,{h,6¡ - fr"oslh| - @+ 1)ø/21

nf,),,,{t ,U, - #sinlåå - 
(n + r)n/z]

na,l,,{h,u, - #o 
ftr-(n+tþt/2)

RØ) (h..â - !e-i lhÇ-(n+t)n/z1
nt,n' '"' hË

1

hÉr)

(2.33)

(2.36)

(2.31)

(2.34)

(2.3s)

From the asymptotic behaviot of nf]],( h,$) and nl|,,{h,6), it is obvious that they have the

properties of diverging "ingoing" and "outgoing" spherical waves at infinity. Finally, the

wronskian lelationships for the radial functions may be found lrom (2.22) in the usual man-

ner. Thus, for example,

o,,, 
dR?,l,, 

- Re) '4Lnt,,t dË nL,t dË,

These relationships will give an important indication of the accuracy of calculating the radial

functions and their differentials.

2.5 Spheroidal vector wave functions

By the application of vector differential operators to the spheroidal scalar wave func-

tion given in (2.21), the spheroidal vector wave functions ùI*,u md Ñ* ,ncaobe obtained:
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M,,,,,:W,,,,, X

and Ñ*,u: rc*t(Y x ùt*,,)

It is easily shown that the function ùnr,, andÑn ,,, are related by

ùrr,r:fr-t1V x Ñ,r,n)

q (2.38)

(2.3e)

:

Q.4a)

(2.41)

(2.42)

Where the unitvector Q isanarbitraryconstantvector, which infactmaybe i, i, ì. orthe

position vector l. However, in this Lesearch, it is natural to choose Q to be the position

vector l. The immediate advantage of this choice is that the far-zone field expressions,

being similar to the spherical case, will be obtained and may be used to check our derivation.

Moreover, to test our computation scheme, the numerical data when the ratio of major axis

to minor axis approaches one, is expected to agree with that of the conesponding spherical

case. Thus, setting Q: î 1n expressions ( 2.38), we rewrite the exp¡essions (2.41) and

(2.42) in the following more explicit forms

it'<¡>
onl ,1

: YEr(,t) x î
mn

o

and ñr(i):k-lv x ùr(i)
om r? o*,

wherethesuperscriptjmaytakethevalue 1,2,3 or4, indicatingoneof thefourtypesof

spheroidal radial functions. The suffixes ¿ and o refer to even and odd @ - dependence, re-

spectively. Explicit expressions for these prolate spheroidal vector wave functions are avail-

able in [8] or [20], but are also listed in Appendix A for the sake of convenience.

From (2.33) to (2.36), it can be shown that by neglecting the terms of orders higher

than I I 4 the asymptotic forms * illl', a"a Ñ)a),in the case of the prolate spheroidal sys-
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tem, as hE - æ ,FË'-* r and 4 - cosfl, become as follows:

,'l-:'. -- (i)"*'*!""(h,'c:s0) !u-¡o''r- ìî."rrø ,

imn,4' "' siná kr

M,:(o) + ç¡,*r*d5,,,{h,c9s0) sin¡ !e-i r-l?l *0,eomn,Q v/ dcos9 kr sln

¡¡'{+) ---¡ lù,r 
dS,,r,,(h,cos0) 

s,,'¡Le-it,c?s *ó
",u, u,4 v/ d(cos9) kr sln

N:,":,', 
^ 
- - ç¡" * 

s""'(!h,' 
:s 

o) | uto' 
f-îTî,n 

rø
'rtn n,Q sin I kr

M';(o)---*0 and
ntn.t

¡'(+) ----'0.
ont n, E

It is evident that the radial component s of ùil!), ^d Ñ,;:). for large values of h[ tend to

zero. The radiated field wave represented av ù')i'. ana Ñ)Ð, becomes a purely transverse

\ilave at alarge distance from the spheroid.

2.6 Numerical computation of spheroidal wave function

In this investigation, we will employe the scheme developed by Sinha and MacPhie

[20] to generate the eignvalues]r*,n and the expansion coefficients dr* n (ft) of the angular

and radial functions. It is also worth noting that the series representations of nf;)n{h,å) given

(2.43)

(2.44)

(2.4s)

(2.46)

(2.47)

(2.48)
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in (2.29)have very good convergence, whereas the one of nfr)n{h,å) is an asymptotic series

which is not absolutely convergent for any finite value of hE l2ll. An integral technique

developed by Sinha and MacPhie l22l overcomes this difficulty to a certain extent. Their

calculatedresults for nfr)nØ,å) forthevalues of h < 9 areofhighprecision. Butif the

value of å. is larger than 9, the accuracy of the results becomes low [20].
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CHAPTER 3

RADIATIONI CHARACTERISTICS OF A SLOT

ANTENNIA

ONI A COI{DUCTING PROLATE SPHEROID

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the solution to the problem of radiation by an asymmetrically fed slot

antenna mounted on a spheroidal object is presented. In this analysis, the slot field distribu-

tion is assumed to be known and of a sinusoidal form. The basic geometry to be considered

is a narrow slot with an arbitrary length and location. The radiated fields are expanded in

terms of prolate spheroidal vector wave functions. The unknown expansion coefficients are

determined by a system of equations derived from the boundary conditions. Radiation pat-

terns and aperture conductance are computed for the slotted spheroidal antenna. To check

the validity of the solution, these results, when the axial ratio approaches one, are compared

with those of the corresponding sphere. In addition, calculated aperture conductance re-

sults are presented to show the effect of the slot length and the shape of the spheroid on

the radiated field.
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3.2 Formulation of the Problem

3.2.1. Geometry of the problem

Consider a perfectly conducting prolate spheroid with a narrow slot, as illustrated in

Fig. 3.1. The semimajor and semiminor axes are denoted by aandb, andsemifocal distance

by F. It is convenient that the spheroidal coordinates (E, n, 0 ) arc to be used for expressing

spheroidal antenna behavior. The slot of length 2L and angular width 2 Lq is located at

U : Uo on the spheroidal surface defined by å : å'o .

3.2.2. Excitation Field

For a cenû ically driven slot located on the spheroid, as shown in Fig. 3.1, following

Mushiake [23l,the tangential electric field distribution is assumed to be a common sinusoi-

dal form:

l<L ,ryo-Nl<q =To+Nt
( 3.1 )

Í1ex l;¡;tinlko(L-b'* 
t)l ' tb'þ

tq :1

\ 0 otherwise

whereh,t:F,lw,b,:,,lry.V9isthevoltageacrossthecenterofthe

slot, and fr, is the wave number of free space. The time dependence factor et @I is assumed

and suppressed throughout. To develop a solution in the spheroidal coordinate system, it

is convenient to express Eff as follows.
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Fig. 3.1 Geometry of the slotted spheroid
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Eï(ø): 
,Z^uï*cosmf. 

(3.2)

where the expansion coefficientsBfr* are given by

L/b'

E::..:,r .,%,,,, * [ sinlk"(L-b'Q)lcosmQrtþ/ìnt (l + ò,,,)n hr(Ln) 
¿

(3.3)

_Vo
n hr,(L't;E"' (m:o' l'2 """')

l#u-cos(knl )) m:o

I ,o.u'
"*: \o ¡ç46y_¿,f"or<*þ_ 

cos(k,,L)l m # 0 or # kob' (3.4)

I

\ þsin(k,,r) m:kob

with

3.2.3 Radiated Field

The radiated fields must be expanded in terms of the fourth kind of ú|:?, ana Ñ,la),

vectors. The reason for choosing this is that, at large distance from the spheroid, the radiated

field approaches a spherical diverging wave emanating from the center of the spheroid, see

section2.5. In addition, the components of theradiated field musthave the same @ -depen-

dence as the conesponding components of the excitation field. Thus, the radiated electric

field is r", un,to the followi* 

_"î'
ÊR:

m:ln:m mq. mn



mjs (h.,cos9 ) drru*snlË (h., cos9 )
sin0

(3.6a)
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where a*,,andB*n are unknown expansion coefficients. From (3.5 ) and the asymptotic

forms 
^rf',,),!,' ^O 

O,!,0,) ur6Ð @, asgiven in (2.43)through (2.46),thefar -zone

radiated electric field for the slotted antenna is obtained as

,, -jk" t'
F R- ç

"q kor

and

u -jk" ''ç,R-ç"9 kor'

I I;'r-
nt:O tl:nt

Ë Ëi"(sin e i!! ,,(h., cos 0 ) ffi Srr,r(h,cos9 ) o---ï#- þ""')sinQnù) 'd(cos0)
d,,r,,

n|:O ,7:t11

( 3.6b )

It can be noted that the forms in ( 3.6 ) are similar to those of the corresponding spherical

case [9] in the far-zone region, except for the angular function Sr, ,(h, cos 0).

3.3 Formulation of boundary condition

The unknown expansion coefficients in ( 3.5 ) can be determined by using the bound-

ary conditions that the tangential components of the electric field must be zero at the spheroi-

dal surface 6 : åo except across the slot. Thus, the boundary conditions on the surface are:

nrn:fEn'r attheslot, l.ø. å:åo ,40-Nt <rt <rlo+þandlb'øl

I o otherwise

and

Eøo:o

<L
(3.1a)

(3.1b)
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Substitutin gfor Eex andER from ( 3.3 ) and (3.7 ),respectively, multiplying the results with

cosmþ (m:0,1,2.. ... ) for (3.1a) andsin mQ ( m: 1,2.. ... ) for (3.7b), and apply-

ing the orthogonality properties of triangular functions, (3.7a ) and ( 3.7b) reduce to

- 4 5,,,,,,r*,,{h,'Ð flff+

dSn,, r,*,,(h,4)

dSu,, r,an(h,4)

(r -q2)
@-ñ

-lî 5,,,, r,*n(h,/î)

x
,lrl

(h,Eo)(lR(4)
nL Ììt+n

dE

¿

dq

Ir/z
-
)

E2
50

æ
\t/2(-:3-
(6õ -

(l -rti
n=O

( 3.8a )

m2n^t
+ 

o -ffi)s'''"'*"(h'q)R(Î')"."(h'ËoÙ 
: ffiu"' rl

þ'''''* ^lE æ'"1')". 
"rn' 

E o>

n(,,Ï),,*,,(1" Eo)

dq

( 3.8b )

.ffÞ,,,,",|wP*,,,,',,*n(h,,>l-ffi#un:,:),.,(l,,å,r]}:0.

Obviously, inboth (3.8a)and(3.8b), theindividual terms in theseriescannotbematched

term by term. To set up a system of equations for the unknown coefficientse,*, **,, and

þ*,**,,, the following technique is used: equation ( 3.8a ) is multiplied by the factor

G8-ry')sl'Sm,m+N+r, and equation ( 3.8b ) Uv (å3 -ry\/G|- I)1/25*,m+N+1, and the re-

sults are integrated over rl. The resulting system of equations can be written in the for4:
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2lo.,,*-nn::,*,,,(h,€o) * Ê-.**nBf,'*,,,(r, åo)l : Fu,,**N (3.9a)
ll:0

æ

Zlo,,.**,C,|,rr,,,(h,Ëo)*þ.,,,*,,Dll,'*,,,rr, åo)l : 0 (3.9b )
r¡=0

where m,N=0, I ,2, .......o . The known matrices A, B, C, D and F are given by

o::,'-,,,(h,Ëo) : -.Erlt:,'**,(h, sol [rr3 - D2t t,n N n ( h, h) +

+zG|- 1)+ I2u,N, ( h ,h)r13nrN, ( h ,h\ ,

t:,:'r,,,(h,Ëo):i{utta-DR,:,:,)*,,(h, Ëù+åo(åE -r¡#o,,1,0,,)*,,(r,60)l x

-zÊoGE- r#o;.2*,,(r,åol] * 16n,N,, ( h ,h) +

+*2nj,f;-,(h, Ëo) [refi- r)rs*wu ( h ,h)+2Iu*wn ( h ,h)+

(3.10a )

x t(å3-r)tqn,u,,(h,h)+tru,N,,(h,h)l-2io2G3- DR,:.0,,)*,,(r,Ëo)t+,,,¡¡,,(h,h)+

*ftrl*,,n*u(h) - tPËExËE- 1) + *'ln,),1).^&, Ëo) -

+l),*,*+n(h)-h2Ë3.#t I7**n ( h ,h)R(, ,)*n{h, Eù*

hIl* n
1
0

N
(6

:

(

h

1)
I

Ð

3.10b
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C:'r,,,(h, Ë o) : Ë on,),!*,,{n, Ëo)tq*w n ( h ,h)-ftn,1,0,).,fn,

Ëù*R,l,L,Ø, €o)) rt,,N,, ( h ,h)+

Eo)Io,ru,, ( h' ,h) ,

(3.10c )

,i:,r,,,(h, Ë o) : - i {t r# o,,1.1).,,rr,

nr(.a,,)*,,{1" Ëo)+----:--
(åó- r) Ug r,¡v u ( h,h) * 12,nu, ( h,/r)lì

)
( 3.10d )

and

trt nt, nt+N

q,+Ltl

W I I o -F, G|- rf)'s,,,,,+N+t(h,rt )drt

4o-Nl

In the case of the nanow slot (Â4 --* 0), ( 3.10e) becomes

Dt m,m+N -
Voh

E * J 0 -ß) GE - rtE>'s,,, **u *t(h, rÌ o)

( 3.10e )

( 3.10f)

'Where 1*, n +r(h.) is the spheroidal eignvalue [8]. In the present caseh : koF, where, as

usual, F is the semifocal distance for the spheroid. The integrals

Ip *N , (p : 1, 2, .. . .. . 9) are given and evaluated in Appendix B .

In order to solve ( 3.9 ) for a au.rd P, the infinite series in ( 3.9 ) mustbe truncated

bysettingasuitable number Noform, n or N. It can theoreticallyandpractically beshown

that the amplitude of radiated field should dampen down quite rapidly when
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m, n or N > No. Sinha and MacPhie l2ll have shown that for the perfectly conducting

spheroid, the numberN¿ depends on the electrical size koaof the spheroid, and is approxi-

mately equal to the integer part of koa + 4. In this case, to determine the value of N¿ for

the slotted spheroidal antenna, calculations are repeated for consecutive incremental value

of n, commencing with the value stated by Sinha and MacPhiel20l. This evaluation is ex-

ecuted until a reasonable degree of accuracy is achieved.

3.4 Radiation Conductance

Oncethecoefficientsd,rr,,rr*,.,and Bn,,rr*,, àTëdetermined,the favzoneradiatedelec-

tric field can be obtained from ( 3.6 ). Using ( 3.6 ), the total time -average power Po ra-

diated fi'om the slotted spheroidal antenna can be calculated by integrating the poynting vec-

tor over an infinitely larye spherical surface, and may be wrjtten in the following form:

Po: 
--r2L¿¿.0K0 r¡: 0 rr: 0 N: 0

x lA*,**,rlro*u¡,( h ,h)-h.21ú*,rN( h ,h)l

where Zo : ,f lro /r0 , the symbol x denotes the complex conjugation, and the two integra-

Itt *,r" are given and evaluated in Appendix B.

conductanceG" is then given by

( 3.11 )

tions lro.nrand

The extemal slot

Go: Po /lvol2 (3.12)
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where vo is the slot voltage (see ( 3.1 ) ).

An alternative approach to calculate the radiation conductance and slot susceptance is given

inl23l, Following Mushiake l23l,the amplitude of the slot voltage of the mthmode along

the narrow slot can be defined as:

4"+bl

vu,r., : I E¡r,,, hrt ,lrl (3.13)

q"-Ltt

where ET,,r(*: 0 , 1 ,2 , - . .. .) are the expansion coefficients of the excitation and given

in (3.3). For the present case of narrow slot, (3.13) can be approximated as:

V,,''' : 2Ei* hq Nt G.r4)

The mth mode radiation admittance Yu* is defined as

Yk: G'*+ iBl, : # (3.1s)

where Gf,, andBu* are the radiation conductance and susceptance of the slot, rcspectively and

the current fn is given by

0"

r,n = - b' I 4,af,o ,t ,ø) dø (3.16)

4"

The radiated magnetic field distrjbution Ë1R ,, on the narrow slot is approximated by its

mean value 4,çG" ,To ,Q ) , i.e .

4,0:*r+rrËo,rto+ Lrt,ç¡+uf,r(Eo,uo- Lrt,þ)l (3.17)
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where nfif is given by

H,, ó 
R : t,à, * N 

"Io 

) * þ,n,rl,lo'l (3.18)

For narrow slots, numerical results show that the extemal slot conductance Go , based on

(3.11), is ingoodagreement wittt \Cf,r. Extensionsof thepresentformulationtothe
nt=O

radiation by wide slot antennas and the scattering by the slotted spheroids are currently under

investigation.

3.5 Numerical computations and results

In this investigation, the scheme developed by Sinha and MacPhie [20] is used to

generatetheeignvaluesl,n,,, andtheexpansioncoefficientsd,."tu (å.) of the angularandra-

dial functions, with at least six figures of accuracy. The infinite series in the linear system

of equations ( 3.9 ) are also truncated to finite ones with the firstNo terms. This evaluation

for suitable values of Ns is chosen to impose a convergence condition that provides the

solution accuracy better than three digit accuracy.

To examine the accuracy of the solution over the boundary region, the tangential com-

ponent of the radiated electric field, Eff has been calculated using (3.5) with Uo: 0.0. For

some examples, computed results for certain design parameters are shown in Figs. 3.2-3.4.

Obviously, these figures confirm that the tangential electric field satisfies the boundary val-
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ue stated in (3.7).

3.5.1 Radiation Pattern

The relative radiation patterns calculated fol a center-driven slot which is near a half

-wavelengthlong (2L:)"/Z¡ andlocatedontheequator(rto:0 or 0s:fi/z) ofthespher-

oid as illustrated in Fig. 3.1 are shown in Figs. 3.5 -3J. As a further test of the validity

and accuracy of the solution, the radiation patterns for an extreme case, i.e., a spherical an-

tenna (alb - I ), are calculated and shown in Fig. 3.5 with ka : 1,2,3 andí. Also shown

are the corrcsponding spherical results calculated by Mushiake l23l based on the spherical

wave ftinctions. It can be noted that our results are in perfect agreement with Mushiake's

results. To examine the effects of the axial ratio alb onthe magnitude of the radiated field,

E-plane ( ø :0.0o) and H-plane (e :90.00) pattems ( in dB) for the slot antenna with

some different values of alb are calculated and shown in Figs. 3.6-3.7. From these figures,

one notes that ( i ) when the slot length 2Z is fixed, increasing a/b increases the total radiation

power; (ii)foragiverrkoa, themainbeam (onthedirection e:90oandþ:0')becomes

wider for.ðI-plane and narrower forE-plane, as therutio alb increases; ( iii) as the electrical

size of the spheroidkoa rncreases, the side lobes is increasing.

3.5.2 Aperture Conductance

Numerical results for the aperture conductance Go calculated for different design pa-

rameters are shown in Figs. 3.7-3. 10. In all cases, the conductance Go is plotted as a func-
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tion of L/lo , the ratio of the slot length to the wavelength in free-space. As the third check

on the accuracy of the solution, the extreme case, i.e the axial ratio af b : 1, is considered

again. The calculated results for a sphere with electrical size koa=I.0,2.0 and 6.0 are

shown in Fig. 3.7 andcompared with the known spherical rcsults calculated from a formula

given by Mushiake [23]. Once again, there is a perfect agreement between our solution and

Mushiake's results. The conesponding results for spheroidal cases are shown in Figs.

3.8-3.10 with three different values of koa and alb. The results given in Figs. 3.8-3.10 show

that for a given koa the aperture conductance is increasing with theratio alb. For thinner

spheroids, i.¿, with larger values of alb ( > 2), the aperture conductance increases with

k,,a. This is contrary to the results for spherical cases shown in Fig. 3.7.
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ka=2.0, alb=Z.0 and qo =Q.Q
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Fig. 3.3 Tangential electric field with koa:2.0, alb:2.0 and r1o:0.0
on the surface Eo attd lþol ' lþo^u*l: L/b' :1ú/2.
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ka=4.0, alh=2.0 andqo =Q.Qõ
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Ê
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tr

f'l
0l-
-200 -150 -100 -50 0 50 100 150 200

a

Fig.3.4 Tangential electric field with koa:4.0, alb:2.0 and 4o:0.0
on the surface Eo attd lþol ' lþo^*l: L/b' : xr/4.
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Fig. 3.5 Calculated relative radiation pattern ( H-Plane ) of a half-wave slot
on a perfectly conducting sphere
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Fig. 3.6 Calculated radiation pattern ( H-Plane in dB) of a half-wave
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3.6. Conclusion

In this chapter, an analytical solution for an asymmetrically rotationally slotted anten-

na on a perfectly conducting prolate spheroid has been presented. Explicit expressions for

the radiated fields and aperture conductance were derived in spheroidal coordinates system.

The radiated field was first expanded in terms of spheroidal vector wave functions, then the

expansion coefficients wele determined by imposing the boundary conditions.

Numerical results for the radiation patterns and apeltule conductance for the slotted

antenna were obtained fol different parameters. The effect of the slot length and the shape

of the slotted spheroid on both the radiation pattern and aperture conductance were consid-

ered. In addition, when the slotted spheroid approaches the sphelical shape, our results

are in a pedect agreement with the known results for a slotted sphere.
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CHAPTER 4

RADIATION CHARACTERISTICS OF SLOTTED

ANITEN}{AS COATED WITH HOMOGENEOTJS

MATERIALS

4.L Introduction

In this chapter, the radiation characteristics of a coated spheroidal antenna excited

by a symmetric ot'asymmetric narrow slot is analyzed. This is an extension of the analysis

developed in Chapter 3 of a slot antenna on a conducting prolate spheroid. In this case,

however slotted antennas are coated with homogeneous materials. Similar to the analysis

used in Chapter 3, the solution of the wave equations is expanded in terms of the spheroidal

vector wave functions, and the unknown coefficients for the fields are determined by em-

ploying proper boundary conditions. But, since the slotted prolate spheroidal antennas are

coated with homogeneous materials, the transmitted fields mustbe considered, the solution

is more complicated due to the dependence of the angular function on the material properties

of the coating. Numerical results are presented for the far-field radiation patterns and radi-

ation power. Furthermore, the influence of various design parameters on the radiated power,

and the resonance effects in the coating materials are discussed. In order to check the validi-

ty and accuracy of the solution, computed data for spherical cases ( i.e whenthe axial ratio
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approaches one) are compared to known results of coated slotted spherical cases.

4.2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

4.2.1Geometry of the spheroidal antenna

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 illustrate two cases of perfectly conducting prolate spheroidal an-

tennas which are coated with a confocal homogeneous layer of relative permittivity e ,. and

permeability lt ,, respectively. In these two cases, the semimajor and semiminor axes are

denoted by a and b for the conducting spheroids, and c and dfor the outer surface of the coat-

ing layer. It is assumed that both of the spheroids have identical foci which are located

atz:t F onthezaxis. DesignatingthesurfaceoftheconductingspheroidbVå:f1 and

the outer surface of the coating layer by Ë : Eo, it then follows that

and

Ë' : #: ak? - b\-u2

Ë":;: cGz - cP¡-r¡z

(4.r)

(4.2)

Two types of structure of slot antennas will be considered. As shown in Fig. 4.1, the

first is a so-called rotationally symmetric slot. It is a circumferential slot located at T : U o

going all the way around the spheroid and is uniformly excited. The other is a rotationally

asymmetric slot with an arbitrary length 2L, and at an arbitrary angular location rl : rl o ,

as indicatednFig. 4.2. Obviously the first type is just a special case of the second one.



Fig.4.t Geometry of the slotted coated prolate spheroid
excited by a rotationally symmetric slot
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(eo po)
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d _"1

Geometry of the slotted coated prolate spheroid
excited by a rotationally asymmetric slot.

zhrLrt

(eo po)

Fig.4.2
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4.2.2 Excitation Field

To place our analysis in a more general context, we consider the asymmetrical configu-

ration illustrated in Fig. 4.2 and assume that the exciting electdc field over the aperture is

/ -dependent and polarized in the r7 -direction, and is given by the following form:

t2øf;:cosmþ at Ë:Ët ,rlo-Lq <4 =Uo+þ and-Qo < þ = Qo
I ¡¡z:o

ce.r Jun -\ Ø3)
\ o otherwise

and :0 (4.4)

oo ) are expansion coefficients which depend on the virtual excita-

will be determined later.

Eei

where Ef;l (m:0,1,2 ......

tion field distribution and

4.2.3 Radiated Field

The radiated field outside the coating may be expanded in terms of spheroidal vector

wave functions Mand N as described in the proceeding chapter. According to (2.43)

through (2.36),thefourthkindvectors ùtla)^aÑ)a) mustbeusedhere, sincethephysical

nature of the problem requires that only outgoing waves will be present for hE -+ oo . Fur-

thermore, the components of the radiated field must have the same @ - dependence as the

corresponding components of the excitation field. Thus the radiated electric and magnetic

fields are set up in the following forms:
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;R 
æ

E ": > : ly*,ùI':o)(ho,E,rt,Q)*ô*ñ:o'(ho,Ë,q,Q)l Ø.5)
*:Ou:* mn mtl

and ÈR -j/2"î îw,,,,ñ:o)(ho,Ë,q,þ)+ô,,,il|':o)(ho,E,rt,þ)l (4.6)
m:0 n:nx nx tr ,.¿ tr

The coefficients Trruand ô*,,are to be determined by employing the boundary

matching technique, and hs: Fko.

It is easy to show that if the asymptotic forms of il|,:ol,ana Ñ,la), are appliecl to (4.5)

and (4.6), the fat'-zone fields may be written in the forms

_e-ikot' i î i,,ßin¡ ¡ds,u,t\!1o,c9!0 
) 
7,,,,_krQor ,?o,jrt 

\o¡¡¡v '/ tt(coso)

_m Srru(ho,cos0 ) ^ \^:_

'fiò"'")sin(mù)
(4.7)

and

Hfi : E, o 
/ zo : # *Z^,Zrr 

tü*fY)T * u t

+ sing 
dS*"(hn'cos0 ) '

d@"tØ ò" 
")cos(mÔ)

(4.8)

Where Zo is the intrinsic impedance of free space.

4.2.4 T\r ansmitted Field

In the coating region år < 6 < 60, the expressions for the transmitted fields must in-

clude "ingoing" and "outgoing" radial waves due to the fact that both the first and second

spheroidal radial function are finite. Thus the expressions for the transmitted fields are
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given by:

Èr : > ltofr),,frf ['){t,r,E,q,Q). þt:r,,N :t)(hr,Ë,r],Q) +
nt:o n:nt nx n m tl

nx tl

* of,),,it' ["(hr,€,ry,Q) * pfl,,ñ'[')(hr,Ë,rt,þ)] (4.g)

nx ,1

È,: j/2,
nx:o n:nx nt ,1 ,nrt

* ol' 
ur',,!,',) 

(h r, Ë,'t, Q) * þ?,,Ëu' :' ) (h r, €, ry, Ø)l (4. 1 0)

Where h.1 : k1F arrrd a,c,lr),, ,þ1,1,',,,aff),,anaþft) arc unknown expansion coefficients. 21 is

the intrinsic impedance of the coating layer.

4.3 BOUNDARY CONDITION

The expansion coefficients given in (4.5), (4.6), ( .g)and (4.10) can be evaluated by

imposing boundary conditions which require that the tangential components of the electric

andmagneticfieldsbecontinuousacrosstheinterfaceË:Ën,andthatthetangentialcompo-

nents of the electric field vanish at Ë : f1, except at the slot. The boundary conditions

may be explicitly stated in the following forms

Erì' : Ert^ and Eø' : Eao , Ë : Eo (4.11)

Hrt' : Hrt^ and Hø' : Høo , Ë : Eo Ø.r2)
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Er':{t:'r at the slot,i.e. Ë : Ët , rlo- Lrt <q <Uo+ þ and Ø . lþol

otherwise

(4.r3)

Ea':o ar Ë:6r (4.r4)

The substitution of the field expressions (4.5), (4.6), (4.9) and (4.10) into (4.11) to

(4.14) leads to a system of equations for the unknown coefficients. Obviously, in the sum-

mation over m in each expression for these conditions, it is not difficult to match term by

term due to the orthogonality of the functions cos mQ and sin m4. However, for the sum-

mation over n, the individual terms in the series can not be matched term by term because

of the dependence of the spheroidal angular functions on the property of the medium.

To overcome this problem, a method of handling the boundary-value ploblem of the coated

spheroid, similar to Yeh's approach [ 18] mentioned in Chapter 1, is used here. Explicitly

stated, the equations that stand for the continuity of ry - components are multiplied by

G?-q'\t/'sm+t,nz+r+N (h,ry) at Ë :f 1 and uv G2"-rlt)5/tsn*r.m+t+N (ht,u) at Ë : Ëo.

The equations for the continuity of @ - components are multiplied by

and by

ft|-q2)(82"-l)-r/2s**t,m+r+N Øt,T) atË:Ëo. Thentheresultingexpressionsareinte-

gratedovertheregion (- I < r¡ < + 1). Bythequasi-orthogonalityofthespheroidal angu-

lar function indicated n(2.27) and the orthogonality of Legendre functions, an infinite sys-

temofequationsinaninfinitesetofunknowncoefficients ø!), ,þl)'n,oS',,,þfr'n, T*,, and,

ð*n cantre set up, and can be written in the form 

m

rË? - ry'lltË? - r)-t /2 s **t. m+t+N (ht, T) at 6:61
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îro::),,,.,,o,-',,-,n(ht, hr,gr) * þî) **,,Bll,)*,,rnr, ht, Ëù +
n:0

*o?**,4?,'*,,,rrr, ht, Ëò * þ?,**,D11,'*,,,(rr, ht, Eòl

*"1,)*.,,t1,1,'r,,,(rt,ht, Ët)*þ?*.,ull,)*,nØr, ht, ËùJ: F,,+t,m+N+t(ht, ht, Eù (4.r5)

2r"l,l),,,,*,,r:,,','r.,,(ht, hr, Ë,r) * þ(,|,,,*,,rt','r,,,(hr, hr, Ë) +
n:0

* o?,,,*,cl,l,'r,,,çrt, ht, Ëò * þ1Ì,,,*,Dl,l,'*,,,(rr, hv E)l:0 (4.16)

2lol,l],,,*,,o:,,','r,,,(hr, hr, €o)*Þ1,),),,,*,,":,,','r,,,(ht, hr, tn)+
tt:O

* 
"1ì *.,,t',1,)r.,,{nt, ht. Eo) * þf), *.,n1,1,'*.,,(rr, ht, Ëo)l

: i r,,. *.,1':,'*,,,(ho, hr, E ) + ò,,,,,*,F11,)*,,{n", ht, E )l
n:0

(4.17)

2r"l))*.,q,'r,,(hr, ht, Ë") * þl)),*.,or]'*,,,(hr, hr, Ëo) +
tt:0

:\ty*,*..1:,)*,,,(ho, ht ,Ëo) + ð*,**rDl,o,'r,,Ø", ht, Ëo)l (4.18)
n-0
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z, Zl"î] *.,t '.rr, n(hr, ht, Ë) - pf ,,*,ort,rr,,,(ht, hr, Ëo) +
n:0

+2G2-Ðrz*Nu (x, y)+lz*r,, {*, !)f Ø.2t)

u',1,'r,,,(x, !, t : +{ K3E2 - t¡n},i)*,{x, å) + EGz - ,#o,:,t'.*.,,(x, å)J X

* o1Ì,,,*,81,1,,r,,,(r r, h t.Ë o) - þ? *.,1r,1,)*,,rn r, h t, E òl

: irr,,r,,,',*,,81,1,'*,,,(h,,, hr ,Eò-ðu,.,,*,Al|,'*,,,(^o. ht, Ëòl (4.1g)
n:0

t, i ç o'j,1,1,,,,*,,D',,t,)*,,{h r, h t, Ë ò * pt;],,.,1,',,r.,,(h r. h t, Ë ò -
n:0

- ofl,,,*,D,,1,,*,,,rr,, h tË,J * þf) *.,r1,?,rr,,,(r,, h t, Ë o)l

co

: \l-7,,,,*.r':,:'r,,,(hr,, h1 ,Eo) + ðrr.ur*,c1,1'*,,,('"' ltt, €o)l (4'20)
Í:0

Where m,N=0,1,2,.... .. oo. These matrix elements A,B, C,D andFof aboveexpressions

are evaluated by

of,'r,,,(x, !, å):- oÊ Rl,l,',,,*,,(x, Ë) [,g'- t)2tt,,¡,tu (x, y)+

x KE2-\)rq*un ( x, y)t15*Nn (x, y)l-42G,-r)R;,t)*n@, E)t+*nn ( x, !)
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*EØ,,.,,+n(x) - *Ë\G' -

-28c2 - r#o,:,'),*u@,

l)+m2

sl]'

tn).j,)n,{*, 5)-

I6r,N n (x, 6) +

+ l)u,.n,*u(r) - *2Ë2 . 
{=f _ I 

r7 n,N ,

* Ø,,.n,*,(r) - fË, .{=_; 1.7 n N ,,

(x,

(x,

Ðn,l,j,l,*,,{*' å) +

ùR,,1.j,),*,,{*' å) +

*nrtR,,l.inl,*,,(¡, å)[,tt- l)ls,,,¡,t,,(¡, "y)+ Zle ,,¡,t, (,r', .]) .l-þ*l

cl,l'* ,,(x, !,6):6 o,l.t,l,*u@, Ë)tq,,w, (x, y) - # 
o,,:.t,).,,(x, Ë)t6,,, N,, (x,

,'i,'*,,,(x, !, Ð : -: 
{n*r-,:,t)*,@, 

E> * R,l,i,)*n@, Ë)) It,,N u (x, y) +

R u) (x. å)
.3ff llg**u (x, y)*12*Nn

r) (4.22)

y) (4.23)

(4.24){", llf}

q .+L¡l

Fm+t,m+t+N@, Ë): - I E',i(€z -rlz)s/'s**, ,**¡¡*1(x,rl)drl
tl "-Â'l

4.+M

q '-Nl

(4.2s)
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In the case of the nanow slot(Âry - 0), (4.25) becomes

Fm+t,nt+t+N@, E) : WP rlrt urrË'-rß)'s*+t ,nt+N+t(x,qo)

r, : +@^ 
x FiR") ¿, : +;(Eq f + Eç 12¡

Where x, y : h1 or h.,, and lrr, rr*r(*) is the spheroid eignvalue [8] and, as usual, the index

i indicates the kind of the spheroidal prolate radial functions. Er, (m:0 ,7 ,2 .. . .. . )

are expansion coefficients of the excitation field function on the slot. The integlals

Ip,ur,N,,,(x, !) (p : 1,2 .. .9) are given and evaluated in Appendix B.

Once the coefficients T,rr,,rand ô,,r,,, arc obtained, the fapzone radiation field ( that

is, f -' oo ) may be calculated from expressions (4.7) and (4.8). Then the time-average

radial component of the poynting vector in the radiation zone is given by

( 4.26)

(4.27)

where ê,.is aunit vector in the radial direction. An integration of the expression (4.27) over

an infinitely large spherical surface gives the total radiation power, and it can be readily

shown that

1-coco
P :;r 

,2-:-z¿,0K0 ,,: 0 ¿: 0 N: 0

x [1*,,r*u(ho)l rc * n ¡t(ho, hò - h?ol tt * u N(ho, hò] (4.28)

where the symbol x denotes the complex conjugation. The two integrations Irc *n, and

Irt *n" are also given and evaluated in Appendix B.

It is worth noticing that the analysis developed above is based only on a general bound-
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ary value problem. No assumption of an aperture field distribution along the slot is being

made. In the next section, these formulas will be applied to two cases of narrow slot

antennas on the conducting spheroid with coating.

4.4 NUMERICAL COMPUTATION AND RESULTS

The convergence properties of the linear system of equations ( 4.15 ) through (4.20)

are similar to those of the scattering problem of conducting spheroid with dielectric coating

which has been discused by Sebak and Sinha [24]. To solve these equations, the infinite

series can be truncated to finite ones with the first N, telms. Analogous to the approaches

pointed out by Sinha and MacPhie 1201, the value of N, for the coated slotted spheroidal

antenna is chosen by repeating computations for successively larger values of Ng until the

desired figure of accuracy is achieved, i.e., at least three digit accuracy.

In the following two subsections, the above analysis will be applied to two cases of the

coated conducting spheroidal antennas.

4.4.1 Rotationally symmetric circumferential slot

As the first application of the above analysis, let us consider a so-called rotationally

symmetric slotted spheroid antenna coated with a confocal homogeneous layer whose elec-

tric property is described by e ,. and þr ãs illustrated in Fig. 4.1 . The field distribution

across the slot is taken to be independent of /, that is,

,ff :hôet-ît") (4.29)
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where , : ,tlr--:;);r; and vois the applied voltage across the slot. Although this type

the effect of coating

been given. In this

of slot has been discussed by authors such as V/eek [7] and Yeh [18],

thickness and other physical parameters on the radiation power has not

case, the term Ee,[ in the exprcssion (a.3) is obtained as follows

Efi : eu,o

Thus, in equation (4.15) only the term of m=0 does not vanish and equals

Fr,t*¡u(*,å) : - Y,t¡ -øG2 -rß)zs,,r*r(x,40)

(4.30)

(4.3r)

where e ,,0:lform=0and e,,ro:0 for m # 0. This ineffect meansthatthefieldcompo-

nents, whose/ - dependance is of the form sinmþ, are zero, and the summations oveÍ m

in all equations given in the proceeding section are reduced to only m : 0 term. It follows

that, from expression (4.28), the total radiated power is given by

ô,,,*u ði,,*ou 111. E,,(hòl rc t n n(ho,hò - hT n ¡,, ¡¡(ho,hòl (4.32)

Equation (4.32) shows the dependance of the radiated power on the geometric and

coating parameters. Clearly the dependence on the slot geometry, the angular location r1s

and the coating is relatively complex. It is nearly impossible to express the dependence with

close explicit formulas due to the complexity of the mathematical expressions. However,

in order to study the dependence, the treatment used by Shafai [13] is innoduced here. Nu-

n:0N:0
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merically, the radiated powers are computed for certain parameters and shown in

Figs.4.3-4.7. In all cases, the power ratio Pf Po , i.e.the ratio of the radiated powers

with and without coating, is plotted as a function of ratio d/1, , the ratio of the coating thick-

ness to the wavelength in the coating, with the electrical size koa:2.0 and the slot location

To : 90o and 600.

To test the validity and accuracy of our solutions, an exûeme case af b : | (l.e.spher-

icalcase)isconsidered. Figure4.3 showsthecomputed Pf P,, for e ,. :4and9,whereas,

Figure 4.4 shows the results for the magnetic type coatin ES þ ,: 4.0 and 9.0. It can be seen

that these lesults are identical to those of spherical cases given by Shafai [ 13]. In his very

interesting work, Shafai has shown how some modes becomes resonant for certain coating

parameters.

The conesponding rcsults for the spheroidal cases with ctlb = 2.0 and the slot location

rlo : 0. arc shown in Figs. 4.5-4.6. Figure 4.5 is for the electric type materials, and Figure

4.6for the magnetic type materials. From the results given in these two figures, it is clear'

that there are still significant resonant peaks, but the locations and magnitude of the peaks

are different from the spherical cases. Specifically, the number of the peaks is less.

In Fig. 4.J, the effect of the shape factor alb of the spheroid on the radiation power

is considered with the parameterc koa : 2.0, rl, : 1/2(0o : 60o), lr, : 4.0, e r : 4.0

and af b :2.0,3.0 and 5.0. One notes that as the ratio a/b increases, the resonance becomes

small and the curve shifts backwards successively.
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4.4.2 Rotationally asymmetric slot

The second application of our solution is one of rotationally asymmetric cilcumfercn-

tial slots. As illustrated in Fig. 4.2, the nan'ow slot with length 2L: )"o/2 and angular'

width 2þ islocated atry :4oonthespheroidalsurfacedefinedby 6 : år. Forthepurpose

of comparison with the known data, the electric field distlibution on the slot is assumed to

be sinusoidal, i.e.,

ncÍ l;*,-.sinlftr 
(L-b'tþ t)], ø. tþot:L/b' ,qo-Nt = rr =rto+Nt

Dq :l Øs)
|, 0 otherwise

and Eøn*:o at € :6r (4.34)

where b' : F[(Ë2t- lxl -r12") ]t/'. In the same mannel', we

in a Fourier series, namely,

Eeí(Ð:

It follows that

expand the expression (4.33)

( 4.3s)i øg 
"or*q.m:0

ø.

x 
Jsintkr
0

vo

(l + ô,")ø hq(Ltt)

Vs

(L - b'O)lcosmþclþE;{

ø tu¡(Nt)
Em (m:0, I,2.......)

( 4.36)
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Accordingly, by integration, the coefficients E* can readily be found as

- cos(k1l )) m:0

2k1b'

I
,(1hb'

Eurn - fcos@þ - cos(ktL)l

m: k1b

m*0or #k1b' Ø37
l(ktb)z - m2l

þsin(k1t)

Substituting these values of 8,,,

(4.25) and solving them for the

into the system of linear equations (4.15)-(4.20) and

unknown expansion coefficient t o(:,:r),,, þ(:,tr.,,, ofr'.r,

Pfr',,, ,òrr,randy,,r,u giuathe solution of the far-zonefields. Consequently, the radiated

power can be calculated by Ø.28).

Again, to examine the accuracy of the solution over the boundary region, the tangen-

tial component of the radiated electric fie\d, EI has been calculated using (4.9) with

To : 0.0 and | /2. Some of the computed results for certain design parameters arc shown

in Figs. 4.8-4.9. Obviously, these figures show that the tangential electric field component

satisfies the boundary conditions stated in (a.13) and (4.I4).

Some numerical results for the radiation pattems of both E- andËI-plane with certain

parameters are obtained and presented in Figs. 4.10-4.12. As a further check, Figure 4.10

shows the radiation 11- plane pattems for an extrcme case in which the ratio of alb is ap-

proximately taken to be one, and the coating is assumed to become transparent(

i.e.e ,: 1 and þ, : 7). Thus this spheroidal slot antenna with a coating layer degener-

ates as a spherical slot antenna without coating. This has been investigated by Mushiake
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and Webster L231. In comparison, the results calculated by the formulas given inl23l are

also shown in Fig. 4. i0. It is evident that our data are in close agreement with those reported

by 1231.

In Fig. 4.ll andFig. 4.12, the E - and H -plane patterns are shown for the spheroidal

antennas with slot length 2L : )" o f 2, e ,. : 2.0 and 4.0, þ, : 1.0 and the electric size

koa:1 and 3, for different values of a/b. It is observed that from the results shown in

Figs.4.11 and 4.14, for given koa andkoc, increasing alb may leads to the incrementof

radiated power. On the other hand, if fixed ulb, the bigger value of k,,a andk,,c will lead

to more side lobes to occur'.
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The effect of coating thickness and some physical parameters on the radiated power

are shown in Figs. 4.13-1'7, where Pq is the radiated power from uncoated slot antenna .

In these cases, Pf Po is plotted as a function of thickness þ",., the ratio of the thickness of

the coating to the wavelength in the coating.

From the results shown in Figs. 4.13-4.17, it is noticed that (1) for certain coating

thicknessanddesignparameters(koa,a/b,rJoande,.), radiatedpowerisenhancedandbe-

comes resonant; (2) Figures 4.13 and 4.15 illustrate the results for the spheroid with the ratio

of a/b: 1.5. For such a smaller value of alb, the coating thickness is near uniform, and

the resonance peaks are higher and narrower. In contrast, those resultslor af b :2.0, i.e.

for these cases of higher non-uniform coating thickness, are shown in Figs. 4.14 and 4.16

where the rcsonances are highly damped. This situation is similar to that of the slot antenna

on a coated elliptic cylinder investigated by Richmond [7]; (3) Figure 4. 1 7 shows the results

for koa : 2.0, af b : 2.0 and? o : 600. For this location of the slot, both even and odd

modes of the excitation field in the expression (4.26)contribute to the radiated power and

enhance the resonance effect. In this case there are still significant reson¿mce peaks, even

though higher nonuniformity a/b : 2.0 may lead to damping of the resonance, as shown

in Fig. 4.16.
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4.5 CONCLUSION

An analytical solution to the radiation problem of asymmetrically excited nan'ow slots

on dielectric-coated perfectly conducting prolate spheroid has been presented in this chap-

ter. The problem was treated using the technique of separating the wave equation and the

boundaly conditions for given apefture field distributions along the slot. The radiated field

and transmitted fields were first expanded in terms of spheroidal vector wave functions and

the expansion coefficients were then determined by imposing boundary conditions. After

evaluation of the expansion coefficients, the far-zone fields and ladiation power were ob-

tained.

The solution was firstly applied to analyze the radiation characteristics of a rotational-

ly symmetric nanow circumferential slot on a perfectly conducting spheroid coated with a

homogeneous matedal. The effect of coating thickness and other physical parameters on

the radiated power was investigated. Further application was given for rotationally asym-

metric circumferential narrow slots on spheroids with dielectric coating. Numerical results

were obtained for electric field over boundary region, radiation patterns and radiated power,

and the effect of some physical parameters on the radiation power was discussed.

The accuracy of the solution is evident from the numerical calculations. When the

coated spheroid approaches the spherical shape excited by either a asymmetric or symmetric

slot, the calculations agree well with the known results for a coated sphere. When the coat-

ing material tends to become transparent, our calculated results came into agreement with

the known results for an uncoated spheroid. Our calculated results also showed that, for cer-
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tain coating thickness, some modes become resonant. This greatly enhances the radiated

power and affects the radiation field.

In addition, it was observed that the radiation pattems and power were modified by the shape

factor alb of the spheroid, the magnitude of the dielectric constant of the coating and other

physical parameters.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY ANID RECOMMENDATIONS

The problem of radiation flom a perfectly conducting slotted spheloidal antenna has

been investigated in this thesis. In Chapter 3, discussion focused on an asymmetrically

slotted antenna on a perfectly conducting prolate spheroid without coating. The analysis

was canied out by separating the wave equation and enforcing the boundary conditions in

the spheroidal coordinates. The radiated field was first expanded in terms of spheroidal vec-

tor wave functions, then the expansion coefficients were determined by imposing boundary

conditions.

Numerical results for the radiation pattems and aperture conductance for the slotted

antenna were obtained for different parameters. The effect of the slot length and the shape

of the slotted spheroid on both the radiation pattem and aperture conductance were consid-

ered. The accuracy and validity of the solution was obtained by examining the solution over

the boundary region. The tangential electric field on the conducting spheroid was calcu-

lated, and the results confirmed that the tangential electric field satisfies the boundary condi-

tions. The solution was also examined for the case where the slotted spheroid approaches

the spherical shape (af b : I ). The results were in a perfect agreement with the known

results for a slotted sphere. Calculated results also show that the radiation characteristics

of the antenna are apparently modified by the design parameters of the electric size ka, the



slot length L and the shape factor alb.

In Chapter 4, slotted spheroidal antennas coated with homogeneous were considered.

Methods of analysis used were almost the same as those used in Chapter 3. An analytical

solution to the radiation problem of the asymmetrically excited nan'ow slots on dielectric-

coated perfectly conducting prolate spheroid was obtained. The solution was firstly applied

to analyze the radiation characteristics of a rotationally symmetric nanow circumferential

slot. The effect of coating thickness and other physical parameters on the radiation power

was investigated. Further application was shown for lotationally asymmetric circumferen-

tial narrow slots on spheroids with dielectric coating. Numerical results werc obtained for

the far-zone fields, radiation pattems and radiated power. The effect of some physical pa-

rameters on the radiation power was also considered.

Good validity and accuracy of the solution is contested from our calculations. As in

the case of no coating, boundary tests were carried out and results showed that the boundary

conditions were well satisfied on intersections. Furthermore, when the coated spheroid ap-

proaches the spherical shape, the calculations agree well with the known results for a coated

sphere. Also, when the coating material tends to become transparcnt, our calculated results

came into agreement with the results for an uncoated spheroid. Our calculated results also

show that, for certain coating thickness, some modes become rcsonant. This greatly en-

hances the radiated power and affects the radiation fîeld.

Although specifically the solution forradiating from prolate slotted spheroidal anten-

nas has been discussed, the solution for radiating by oblate spheroidal antennas can be ob-

tained from that of the prolate one by replacing the prolate spheroidal wave functions with

the oblate ones. Also, it is naturally of interest to extend the effort from narrow slots to finite

8l
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width slots and from the circumferential slots to axial slots. Another potential study is the

investigation of optimum designs for the slotted spheroidal antennas, taking into account the

shape of the spheroid, the location and length of the slot, the electric property, and the thick-

ness of the coating. Finally, the analytic method could be extended to obtain the solution

to the scattering problem from a perfectly conducting slotted spheroid with or without coat-

ing.
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APPENIDIX A

In accordance with the notation of Flammer [ 1 ], The prolate spheroidal vector wave func-

tionsù',u) (h;q,$,þ) nd Ñ;ç) {n;ry,$,þ) are as follows
or11, '1 otl't, 

r't

ú'ct (h;ry,8,þ)
o*'n

,.,!),,,,',,,'q,€,ø):ffiS,,,,,(h;q¡n|,,\,,(h;Ël._]'[,,ø(A.l)

,,!),,,,rrrtrt,ê,Q) - G2 -q1:!;g;ry11/2 
uht^,,,çh;q¡R!,,) ,,(h;Ð -

-qs,,,,<n;n>ftn!,,) ,{t;Ë)liijrø (4.3)

ñ"u' (ltrrl,Ë,þ)
om' 

n
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r 
{ :,,,,,1(h 

;,t, E, a) : # #rY* r,,,,rr, r, þ rW 
^!),,tt 

; Ë)l

- q s *,,,rr, r, ft ,# # 
n!,),,{n; Ðt *

r' u,1,,',.,,, 
uØ 

; rt, E, Q) : ##l +, ffi s,n,,,(h ) an ft nu,t,,,(h', €)

., ð , (l- q2) ¿
* Ë rt r ffi A 

su,, u(h; îùlRY,,),,Ø; Ë) -

d _ffi4s,,,n(h;r¡¡nl,),(h;61:ff,,ø (A.s)

*"1,,,,rrr, q, €, Q) : *rE' - 
#' llr;rr'r"' I * * r 4 s *,,,(h; n) u'u,,),{r,: E) -

- # r,,,,,,<n; a> fr t 6,n!),{n; a rf:'å, *o

*rl'
- l)(t -rt\G'

s,,. u(h;q¡n!,) ,,{h;C;l !,"j rø (A.4)
I

Where h:kd/z, and d:2F .

(A.6)
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APPENIDIX B

Definition and Evaluation of Integrals

The integrals 1,,,, u , ,p = 1,2, .. Jl in Chapter 3 and 4,which are defined later in this appendix,

are evaluated by employing the recurrence relations of associated Lengdre functions and the

following integrals

and

I

f ... 2 (u+nù!

J 
,r* ( q)Pr"'(ry)drt : ,r *ffiðø,

-l

I

I,r**' ( rùP,* (rùdrr : o, v ) þ
_r 2 (v+m)l v:þ

(B.t )

(8.2)

(ztt + l) (v -m-2)l
:z(m. Ðmtt + (- r)t,*rl, 1) <t¿

+lI1*¡¡,r(x,!):1ffi*
-1

:, >' 
(2m: k)t dy,,,*,,(J)i' o, m+1,m+N+l(x;)

¿:0,1 'rr r: k

( for (n+N):even);

:0, for (n+N):odd (8.3)
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+1

12*N u(*,)ù: I ,lr4 s,r,,,*n( !,T )srr*t,m+N+t( x,q )dq

-1

:, ; 
' 

*-*l?1,-!ï'*!o>-- ,Iï;i*"(v) 
,¿,n+t,n*N+t (x)" 

oî., (2m + 2k + 3)kt 'ç2m + 2k + 1) (2m + 2k + 3)'"k

:0, for (n+N):odd

( for (n+N):even);

(8.4)

+l
(

I3 urN ,(x,y) : | 0 -rl\3/'s,,r,ur*r( j,T )srr*t,nt+N+t( x,ît )(lrl
J

-l

:, î'-- l- 
(k +2m.+ 2)l 

dout+t,nt+N+t,*r1 
(k + 2m + 3)(k+2m + +) *

01., (2m + 2k + 3) kl (2m + 2k + 5)

*, ¿li:;t""(y) * dlll.n'*n(J) _ zrtloli*'O)
' (2m + 2k+ 7)(2m + 2k +9) (2m + 2k+ l)(2m + 2k+ 3) (2m + 2k + 3)(2m + 2k + 7)

k(k- t) , ,ti:;f.'@ _ z,Il,**n(y) _
(2m + 2k + 1)' 72m + 2k + 3)(2m + 2k + 5) (2m + 2k - l)(Zm + 2k + 3)'

* dii*"(Y)
(2m+2k-3)(2m.rk-rl ) f for (n+N):even);

1-

:0, for (n+N):odd
(B.s)
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+1

r4,,N u(x,Ð: I ,lT:æ 
ryaÐsm+t,tn+N+t( 

x,q )rrrl

-t

( for (n+N):odd);

:0, for (n+N):even (8.6)

+l

I5n,N,,(x,!):I.'_ry\3/zry^în+I,¡¡l+N+1(x,t])r]q
-1

. Ë' (2m+ k+2)l .,Ii!;i'*"(y),.,(2m+ k+ t)(k+ m +Z) (k+ m+ t)(k+ 2)_:'oi.,Qm+rk+3)H\em+zk+3,oL 
em+2k+D * ç2.**u *r t

( for (n+N):odd);

:0, for (n+N):even (8.7)
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+1

I'
I6nrN r(x,Ð: JrlI4 s,,r,nr*,,( !,4 )sur*1,nt+N+t( x,rt )drt

-l

_"S'(2m+k+2)t r kd|:i'*"(y) ,Iï;i*"(y) ,(k+2m+3):'o*,, 
Qm+rk+3)H 

\ Q*+2k-1)Q*+2ruD- 12.**zt *¡6+rk+Ð

:0, for (n+N):even

kl

(8.8)

+1

r
Ij,nN,,(x,!) : I qO -q')'/'s,,r,nr*r( y,T )srr*t,nt+N+t( x,r¡ )rtr1 :2

J

-l

dOm+t,m+N+tnr{-

00,

sL-
k=0,1

X
(2m+ 2k+ 3)

(k+2m+2)l k(k- r)(k-z)¿i:{*'(y)
(2m + 2k - 5)(2m + 2k - 3)(2m + 2k - l)(2m + 2k + 1)

X

(k+1)(2m+k+3) ,,
(2m+2k+3)(2m+2k+Ðt +

, díi;{'*'{Ð, (2m+k+3),2(k+lXfr+ 2) . (2m+k+5)(2m+k+ 4)_- Qm+2k+3)' p**2¡4LQm+2k+t)* 12**2¡r*7¡ t-
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k .2(2m+k+2)(2m+k+3) (k-1)(k-2)_,
(2m+2k + l)2' (2*+2k+ 5) ' (2m+2k- l"

, (2m+k+3)r1lä;l'*"(y) r I ,2(2m+k+5)(2m+k+4). k(k+t) ,- 
Qm+2k+s)Qm+2k+7) 

\- Qm+2k+Ð' çz**zt *g¡ * 
ç.**Z¡rurt

, k(zm+k+2) ì, (2m+k+5)(2m+k+4)(2m+k+3)tlill"*"(y) \- 
Qm+2k+3)Qm+2k+D t- l

( for (n+N):odd);

+l

IBrrN n(x,!): t +s,n,,n*u( !,T )s**1,tn+N+r( x,îl )dryt' 'l | -4'

:0, for (n+N):even (B.e)

^ å' (2m+ o**oom+1'm+N+t 
@)cff;(*"(y) +: t 

o*., Q* + 2k + 3)kl 
*k \/

:0, for (n+N):even (8.10)
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+1

Is*rn(x,!): Ir,lFF,
-l

dS-,**r( Ðs**r,nt+N+t( x,rt )dry

(k + 1)(k + m + t) 
rQ* * t * t)t ¿:í' \y), (2m + k + 2)t tff;i\Ð,,¡,. m+1. n*N +t (x)

Qm+2k+Ð | (2m+2k+r)kl-- Qm+2k+5)(k+ryJuk 
'-

drt

@ |

:_l \i
".L

k:0.1

*z ; (m+ ¡9J29! d,'J"n*"(y) i 
' 

oo"*',';n+N+r 1-r)
r:o,l r! tl+z

+22
k:0,1

(m+ 1)

(2m+2k+ l)

:0, for (n+N):odd

Itonr* u(x,!)

(2m + k)! ,, ,,*1_ n,*t

ffi ao nt+ r, nt+N+t 
@)/i,,,,,*,, (y) +

Y,ry )5,,,,*+N( x,rt )drl

( for (n+N):even);

(8.11)

(8.12)

+1

: 
I 

s*""*n{

-l

+1

['t's*,**,,{
-l

:2ôr , 2
k:0,1

(2m+ k)l
d:'**n( *)di'**n(J,)(2m+2k+l)kl

Itl,nN n(x,!) :

@ |

:r \i
-Z-

k:0,t

y,rl )S*.*+N( x,q )dTt

@Por*,*+N 
@) {

(2rn+k+2)(2m+fr+ 1)

(2m+2k+ l) (2m+2k+5)(2m+2k+3) di;i*'o) *
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* dI""*"(J) , k(k+2m) *(k+l)(k+2m+1).. k(k-l)
(2m + 2k + 1) 

- (2m + 2k - t) çZ*Y+ Zt + f * ffi ¿lü:i'*" (v)\

( for (n+N):even);

:0, for (n+N):odd (8.13)


